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Abstract
The intelligence leaks from Edward Snowden in 2013 unveiled the sophistication and extent of data collection by the United
States’ National Security Agency and major global digital firms prompting domestic and international debates about the
balance between security and privacy, openness and enclosure, accountability and secrecy. It is difficult not to see a clear
connection with the Snowden leaks in the sharp acceleration of new national security legislations in Australia, a long term
member of the Five Eyes Alliance. In October 2015, the Australian federal government passed controversial laws that require telecommunications companies to retain the metadata of their customers for a period of two years. The new acts
pose serious threats for the profession of journalism as they enable government agencies to easily identify and pursue
journalists’ sources. Bulk data collections of this type of information deter future whistleblowers from approaching journalists, making the performance of the latter’s democratic role a challenge. After situating this debate within the scholarly
literature at the intersection between surveillance studies and communication studies, this article discusses the political
context in which journalists are operating and working in Australia; assesses how metadata laws have affected journalism
practices and addresses the possibility for resistance.
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1. Introduction
The intelligence leaks from Edward Snowden in 2013 unveiled the sophistication and extent of data collection by
the US’s National Security Agency and major global digital firms prompting domestic and international debates
about the balance between security and privacy, openness and enclosure, accountability and secrecy (Brevini,
2017). While many authors (Andrejevic, 2002, 2013; Lyon,
2014; Van Dijck, 2014) have warned about massive data
collection by governments and businesses as a challenge
to civil rights, there a need to encourage further public
discussion around the world on the chilling effect that
these data retention frameworks can have on freedom
of the press, on journalists and on their ability to exert
their traditional watchdog function (Lashmar, 2016). After situating this debate within the scholarly literature at
the intersection between surveillance studies and comMedia and Communication, 2017, Volume 5, Issue 1, Pages 76–83

munication studies, this article discusses the political context in which journalists are operating and working in Australia; assesses how metadata laws have affected journalism practices and addresses the violation of privacy for
journalists and the emergence of a resistance.
2. From Surveillance Society to Resistance
Surveillance has been defined as the “collection and analysis of information about populations in order to govern
their activities” (Ericson & Haggerty, 2006, p. 3) so the
literature coming from surveillance studies becomes of
great relevance in investigating the impact of metadata
laws on journalism practices.
Yet, because of the unprecedented development of
information and communication technologies, surveillance scholars have rightly pointed at the new ubiquitousness and embeddedness of surveillance in every as76

pects of life in current networked societies (Lyon, Haggerty, & Ball, 2012), going much beyond traditional and
centralised institutional settings.
As a consequence of the accelerated development
of a communication technologies, Mann and Ferenbok
(2013) have also explored the possibility for “sousveillance” (Mann & Ferenbok, 2013, p. 19), surveillance
from the bottom up, where the surveilled is empowered
through technology to fight back and enact change from
below through mutual watching and monitoring.
While digital surveillance practices have now been
amply studied within surveillance studies, there is still
great scope for development in the field of communication studies. In this article, I propose to investigate
whether we can detect a space for resistance for journalists working within new metadata frameworks. This
space is conceptualised as “field of struggles” (Bordieu,
1983)—a bourdieusian concept—that is helpful in investigating this space for agency.
In the launch edition of a new journal Big Data and
Society, Couldry and Powell (2014) developed the argument that a question of agency is paramount to our understanding of big data, thus opening up a new research
agenda for investigating not only dominant forms of data
power, but also alternative forms of datafication emerging from civil society groups, community organisations,
journalists .This study takes up this challenge by focusing
specifically on the field of struggle (Bordieu, 1983) where
journalists operate.

As recent, high-profile international events demonstrate, in the wrong hands, classified or sensitive information is capable of global dissemination at the
click of a button. Unauthorised disclosures on the
scale now possible in the online environment can
have devastating consequences for a country’s international relationships and intelligence capabilities.
(Brandis, 2014)
The newly created metadata laws cannot be properly
understood without considering the overall context of
increased tightening of national security laws and investments in cybersecurity. In light of this, the Australian government announced in its 2015 budget that
it will provide:
$450 million to strengthen Australia’s intelligence capabilities, including updating information technology
systems and to counter extremist messaging. This includes $131 million to help the telecommunications
sector upgrade its systems to retain metadata for two
years. (Australian Government, 2015a)
As I will discuss later, the newly established framework
is clearly at odds with a more recent tendency that is
emerging in courts throughout Europe and the US and
backed by international human rights mandates, where
a clearly hostile attitude towards disproportionate digital
surveillance is being displayed (see for example, Cannataci, 2016; Kaye, 2015).

2.1. The Australian Context
3. Data Retention in Australia
Since the attacks of September 2001, there has been
a steady increase in number of national security laws
in Australia. Over fifty laws were passed to create new
criminal offences, new detention, extended investigative
powers for security and police officers, new tools to control people’s movements and activities without criminal
convictions (Ananian-Welsh & Williams, 2014). There is
also a worrying tendency to limit courts’ powers to review the legality of government action especially on matters of national security. At the same time, there is a
clear trend towards an intensification of government secrecy and an extension of its own powers to limit the public’s rights of access to information, thus making court
reviews in these areas even more crucial (Human Rights
Law Centre [HRLC], 2016).
In this context, the Snowden leaks (Brevini, 2017) and
their challenges to state secrets can explain the haste
that has characterised discussion and implementation
of three major pieces of new national security laws in
Australia between 2014 and 2015. As Attorney General
George Brandis explained during the reading of the bill
amending the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation Act 1979 (ASIO Act) and the Intelligence Services Act
2001 (IS Act), the reform is justified by a clear intent to
curb whistleblowing activities:
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The revised Telecommunications (Interception and Access, TIA) Act, passed in 2015, sought to specify “the
types of data the telecommunications industry should retain for law enforcement and national security purposes
or how long that information should be held”. Rapid, ongoing changes occurring in the telecommunications environment have, apparently, “undermined” any systematic
access to the tools and data that may be available (The
Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, 2015a,
p. 2). Recognising the variations that exist in the holding and maintenance of types of data in the telecommunications industry, the TIA Act demands the “standardisation” of such records for governmental use (The Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, 2015a). It is
claimed that previous inconsistencies have impeded governmental efforts to “investigate and to prosecute serious offences” (The Parliament of the Commonwealth of
Australia, 2015a).
Both houses have, therefore, passed this Bill, which
oversees the implementation of a national data retention scheme. This scheme compels telecommunications
service providers to “retain, for two years, particular
types of telecommunications data” (The Parliament of
the Commonwealth of Australia, 2015a).
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The TIA Act cites several recommendations delivered
by the Parliamentary Joint Committee for Intelligence
and Security (PJCIS) as the basis for its framework, including that:
• the data retention obligation only applies to
telecommunications data (not content) and internet browsing is explicitly excluded;
• service providers are required to protect the confidentiality of retained data by encrypting the information and protecting it from unauthorised interference or access;
• mandatory data retention will be reviewed by the
PJCIS by three years after its commencement (The
Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia,
2015a, p. 3).
Telecommunications data, in this instance, has been
largely characterised as metadata: that is data excluding “content” (The Parliament of the Commonwealth of
Australia, 2015a, p. 7) such as the source and destination of a communication, subscribers’ information, date,
time and duration of a communication or connection to
a service.1
The 2015–2016 Budget includes $153.8 million over
four years to “support the implementation and ongoing
management” of the data retention scheme, including
$131.3 million over three years for telecommunications
service providers (Australian Government, 2015b).
Access to citizens’ metadata is therefore conferred
without judicial oversight. No warrant is required by the
21 criminal law-enforcement agencies that have been
permitted the capacity to requisition these records (Farrell, 2016; The Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, 2015a).
The explanatory memorandum for the TIA Act does,
however, set out a “compatibility with human rights”
statement, in accordance with the Human Rights (Parliamentary Scrutiny) Act 2011 (The Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, 2015a, p. 5). This statement,
which is expanded upon over the course of 30 pages, includes certain caveats and safeguards to ensure the Act’s
compliance with the upholding of basic civil liberties. It
therefore assures, among other things, that:
The Bill…amends the TIA Act to bolster the privacy
protections associated with the access to, and use of,
telecommunications data. It achieves this by limiting
the agencies which may authorise access to telecommunications data, and by providing that agencies’
access to, and use of, telecommunications data is
subject to comprehensive oversight by the Common1

wealth Ombudsman. (The Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, 2015a, p. 6)
The statement asserts that the Bill “is compatible with
human rights because it promotes a number of human
rights”. This is, however, followed by the disclaimer that
“to the extent that (the Bill) may also limit human rights,
those limitations are reasonable, necessary and proportionate” (The Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, 2015a, p. 36).
4. TIA Act and Its Impact on Journalists
In 2015, an amendment to the proposed TIA Act was put
forward in the wake of concerns about how a data retention scheme might affect the media. It was recognised
that a data retention scheme could “adversely affect”
the media’s capacity “to provide accurate and reliable
information” (The Parliament of the Commonwealth of
Australia, 2015b, p. 33) and leave sources vulnerable.
The House of Representatives, thus, agreed to the implementation of a “journalist information warrant” regime,
which prohibits agencies from “making authorisations to
access journalists or their employers’ data for the purpose of identifying a confidential source unless a journalist information warrant is in force” (The Parliament of
the Commonwealth of Australia, 2015b, p. 33). This also
means that journalists’ metadata can always be accessed
unless the agency is seeking data specifically for the purpose of identifying a journalist’s source.
It is at the discretion of an “issuing authority” to issue or refuse the authorisation of a journalist information warrant, based on their understanding of the public
interest (The Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, 2015a, p. 79). Issuing authorities are judicial officers approved by the minister or members of the Administrative Appeals Tribunal, or lawyers who are appointed
by the minister.
It should also be noted that in the case of ASIO, it
will be the minister that will issue the warrant. (The Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, 2015a, p. 33).
According to the law, information warrants will be issued
only when the “public interest in the issue of the warrant
outweighs the public interest in maintaining the confidentiality of the source” (The Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, 2015a, p. 33).
The installation of (a) Public Interest Advocate(s)
should be an additional measure by which the Act seeks
to establish independence (The Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, 2015a, p. 33). The Public Interest Advocate can make submissions to requests for journalists’ data, defending the need to maintain or discard

In January 2016, Australian Privacy Commissioner Timothy Pilgrim appealed a decision of the Administrative Appeals Tribunal (Telstra Corp Ltd and
Privacy Commissioner [2015] AATA 991 of 8 December 2015) that mobile phone metadata held by telecom provider Telstra were not “personal information” about its customers under the Australian Privacy Act 1988 This appeal has given the Federal Court a landmark opportunity to establish
whether metadata constitutes personal information thus redefining data protection law in Australia. In 19 January 2017 the Federal Court has closed
the case and delivered a groudbreaking decision that will have long lasting implications on how metadata is understood by Australians, and the access
private citizens will be granted to their own data and digital trails: the Court decided that the mobile phone in question was not “personal information”,
effectively enshrining this interpretation into law and drastically narrowing the definition of “personal information” under the Privacy Act.
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confidentiality, which the minister must consider as a
part of the warrant’s application. These may include conditions and/or restrictions (The Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, 2015a, p. 83). The Public Interest Advocate will, however, not be allowed to seek the
advice of media entities, be it the journalist or the organisation, addressed in the journalist information warrant
(Keane, 2015a). Indeed, the status of journalists and media organisations as parties subject to a warrant will not
be permitted for disclosure (Keane, 2015a). It is so secret
that there are two-year jail terms for disclosure, of the
mere existence or non existence of a journalist information warrant, while journalists will not be informed of the
request being pursued.
It is difficult not to see the flaws in this system and
its detrimental effects on the practice of journalism. The
journalist information warrant operates in secret, while
journalists and their media organisation will never know
if access was granted. It will still allow journalists’ metadata to be accessed to identify a journalist’s sources,
while the public interest advocates won’t be able to argue in defence of the public watchdog role of news organisation and their responsibility to protect the identity of
a source. As journalist Laurie Oakes recalled: “metadata
collection is the great press freedom issue of the internet age”. The aggressive attitude towards whistleblowers
means that governments “now hunt down those leakers
with zeal and this means that metadata is their friend”
(Oakes, 2015).
5. From Metadata Laws to Special Intelligence
Operations Reform: Targeting Journalist’s Sources
As discussed, the metadata retention scheme enforced
by TIA 2015 has obvious consequences not only for journalists but for their sources, and whistleblowers. However, TIA, combined with another amendment of Australian National Security laws, specifically section 35P of
the ASIO has even a greater detrimental impact on journalists’ sources.
Under Section 35P of the ASIO Act 1979, those who
have “disclosed information relating to a special intelligence operation” may be imprisoned for five to ten
years (The Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia,
2014, p. 71). A “special intelligence operation” can be understood as operations where ASIO agents are granted
legal immunity for engaging in a range of otherwise criminal conduct. The most “basic” breach, in which information is simply disclosed, can result in a five-year penalty.
Where a disclosure endangers “the health or safety of
a person”, the Act permits a penalty of ten years. This
penalty applies regardless of whether the citizen or journalist in question is aware of an operation’s status.
In a report commissioned by the Department of the
Prime Minister and Cabinet (DPMC), the impact of this
piece of legislation is suggested to be twofold: a gag or2

der like 35P may instil a “chill effect” on publications
about the activities of ASIO, and prevent “reprehensible
conduct” by ASIO insiders from being susceptible to public scrutiny (DMPC, 2015). According to the report, such
an impact is “unjustified” despite the need for secrecy
in many ASIO operations. The inadequate protection of
the rights of “outsiders”, it argues, “infringes the constitutional protection of freedom of political communication” (DPMC, 2015). This new provision is concerning
for a number of reasons. First, without an explicit verification from ASIO, it is extremely difficult for a journalist to know whether an ASIO operation is a special intelligence operation or not. Additionally, the new section
criminalises both intentional and reckless disclosure, so
journalists are likely to take a conservative approach to
publication and avoid pursuing reporting of ASIO’s activities for fear of being prosecuted. This will indeed lead to
a progressive self-imposed censorship of journalists and
a progressive lack of public reporting in formal publications or through anonymous disclosures and scrutiny of
intelligence activities.
As the controversy around Australian asylum seekers policy arose, in 2015,2 the Australian Government
expanded secrecy laws frameworks and penalties for
whistleblowers through the controversial Border Force
Act. The legislation makes it unlawful for a Department
of Immigration and Border Protection’s employee or contractor, such as a social worker, a nurse, a doctor or welfare services provider, to disclose or record certain information obtained while carrying out their duties. The
penalty for such a disclosure is up to two years in jail
(HRLC, 2015).
As The Guardian’s Paul Farrell commented:
This is a move that should alarm all citizens. It’s not
an attack on any particular news outlet. It’s an attack on those who have reported on matters of significant public interest in the increasingly secretive area
of asylum seeker policy….These kind of attacks [sic]
severely damage the confidence between reporters
and their sources and pose a grave threat to effective and responsible journalism. When the federal police go knocking on the doors of a reporter’s sources,
sources will soon dry up. People will be scared. And
that is exactly the point. (Farrell, 2015)
It is important to note that the Border Protection Act has
been amended in October 2016 exempting health professionals from the definition of “immigration and border protection workers” following the pressures coming
from the health professionals who challenged the Government in the High court (Hall, 2016). However, the current ban remains in place for others, such as child protection workers and teachers, who witnessed abuses in
offshore detentions (Hall, 2016).

For a good summary of controversial Australian Asylum policies and United Nations (UN) criticism please, see “Australia Asylum: Why Is It Controversial?” available at http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-28189608
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6. A Look at the Current International Context
The newly established metadata scheme regime clearly
posits new challenges not only for journalism practices
but for the effectiveness of shield laws which are meant
to prevent journalists from being forced to reveal their
sources. It is also quite unclear how the current Australian national framework for data collection corresponds to, or addresses, existing international conventions, treaties or policies on free speech, political, economic and cultural inclusion. For example the European
Court of Justice in April 2014 invalidated the EU’s Data Retention Directive, which is very similar to the Australian
scheme. In particular, “the Court held that the Directive
entailed serious interference with the rights to privacy
and personal data protection of individuals guaranteed
by the Charter of Fundamental Rights, and also failed
to establish limits on access by competent national authorities, such as prior review by a judicial or an independent administrative authority” (Data Retention Directive,
2014). The lack of safeguards around the access and use
of metadata was a key reason for the directive to be in
breach of the fundamental right to privacy.
Australia’s attitude towards metadata frameworks is
not unique in international settings. The first report issued by the UN rapporteur on privacy has noted that the
country monitoring process of the last year has “revealed
several examples of legislation being rushed through national parliaments in an effort to legitimise the use of
certain privacy-intrusive measures by Security and Intelligence Services (SIS) and law enforcement agencies” (Cannataci, 2016, p. 6). Moreover, the report notes that there
is a contradictory trend between governments and international attitude towards metadata regimes:
The tensions between security, corporate business
models and privacy continue to take centre stage but
the last twelve months have been marked by contradictory indicators: some governments have continued, in practice and/or in their parliaments to
take privacy-hostile attitudes while courts world-wide
but especially in the USA and Europe have struck
clear blows in favour of privacy and especially against
disproportionate, privacy-intrusive measures such as
mass surveillance or breaking of encryption. (Cannataci, 2016, p. 21)
The stand of the mandate of the International rapporteur
on Privacy (Cannataci, 2016) is consistent with the indications of the UN, voiced by the former Rapporteur for
Freedom of Information Frank La Rue.
National data retention laws are invasive and costly,
and threaten the rights to privacy and free expression.
By compelling communications service providers to
create large databases of information about who com3

municates with whom via a telephone or the Internet,
the duration of the exchange, and the users’ location,
and to keep such information (sometimes for years),
mandatory data retention laws greatly increase the
scope of State surveillance, and thus the scope for
infringements upon human rights. Databases of communications data become vulnerable to theft, fraud
and accidental disclosure. (La Rue, 2013, p. 18)
The recommendations of the Rapporteur are clearly at
odds with the newly approved Australian framework:
Communications surveillance should be regarded as
a highly intrusive act that potentially interferes with
the rights to freedom of expression and privacy and
threatens the foundations of a democratic society.
Legislation must stipulate that State surveillance of
communications must only occur under the most exceptional circumstances and exclusively under the supervision of an independent judicial authority. Safeguards must be articulated in law relating to the nature, scope and duration of the possible measures,
the grounds required for ordering them, the authorities competent to authorize, carry out and supervise
them, and the kind of remedy provided by the national law. (La Rue, 2013, p. 21)
7. Metadata Laws: Is There Room for Journalists’
Resistance?
I have argued elsewhere (Brevini, 2017) that the revelations by whistleblower Edward Snowden triggered
the birth of a new “new culture of disclosure” that has
seen journalists, lawyers and software developers coming together to develop secure online protections and
security of their sources. One of the most famous examples are Secure Drop and GlobaLeaks (Brevini, 2017)
projects that aim at supporting the practice of whistleblowing by giving people the software tools necessary
to start their own initiative. Unlike WikiLeaks (Brevini
& Murdock, 2013), GlobaLeaks is an open-source software provider whose intentions are focussed on providing a platform for whistleblowers to use. GlobaLeaks
does not handle any leaked documents but assists in
the potential creation of whistleblowing sites such as
OpenLeaks, MafiaLeaks, BalkanLeaks and BrusselsLeaks.
However, there is also a more mainstream response to
metadata laws: The New Yorker, the US not-for-profit
investigative newsroom ProPublica, the Pierre Omidyarbacked start-up The Intercept and The Guardian are just
a few examples of news providers that implemented
a newly created open-source whistleblowing platformSecureDrop to guarantee protections for their sources
(Brevini, 2017).
In Australia,3 the only platform of this kind is mediadirect.org, a platform that aims to encourage encrypted

The paper adopted a multilayered methodological approach that combines policy and legal analysis with interviews with ten investigative Journalists
in Australia that prefer to keep their anonymity.
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disclosure by anonymous whistleblowers, thus protecting sources from the newly enhanced metadata laws.
With a budget of about US$ 3,000 (Interview B)4 the platform through encrypted interactions connects whistleblowers, who access it via the Tor network, and journalists (Keane, 2015b).
In light of the new metadata frameworks implemented in Australia, one would expect journalists rushing to demand an improved set of encryption tools, as
well as formal training on anonymity mechanisms to protect their sources. However, our findings confirm not
only a lack of knowledge of encrypting communications
but also a lack of understanding of the risks of the newly
established frameworks (Interview A, 2016).5
As one security consultant revealed:
In a recent example, I just set them up to deal with
the data, because they did not know how to deal with
a major data leak. And when I got in there for the first
meeting, one of the journalists said, “We’ll print everything out”. And I’m shocked: it’s a million pages and
hundreds of thousands of emails, how can we possibly print them? (Interview B, 2016)
Improving journalists’ knowledge of encryption tools and
their awareness of metadata laws should be a priority for
media organisations, and perhaps one of the goals for
Media Entertainment Alliance Australia.
Interviewees seemed to agree that the reasons for
media institutions not to invest in security tools and training for their journalists has to do with the current financial crisis of journalism and the precarious conditions
of reporters: when faced with the clear risk of losing
their job, journalists are less keen to take risks and expose wrongdoings.
8. Conclusion
The newly established metadata scheme regime in Australia clearly undermines the work of journalists and
the effectiveness of shield laws which were due to protect journalists from being forced to reveal their sources.
As Crikey journalist Bernard Keane noted: “The threat
arises from the existence and maintenance of data. That
creates the chilling effect. You don’t need a warrant
to investigate a journalist if the agency can access the
data of the whole department that the leak came from”
(Keane 2015a).
The chilling effect on journalists and whistleblowers’
activities are very consistent with findings of the scholarship in surveillance studies that have detected for example a similar pattern of “self censorship” on activists’s
or civil society groups’ activities (see for example, Starr,
Fernandez, Amster, Wood, & Caro, 2008).
There are obviously limits to what encryption and
anonymity technologies can do to protect journalism
4
5

practices, but the Australian case certainly shows that,
aside from a few exceptions, journalists are currently not
well equipped with the necessary know-how and awareness. In Bordieu’s terms, journalists in the Australian context have not fully developed the resources or “capital” (Bordieu, 1983) to successfully oppose the collection and processing of personal data, thus developing
a space for resistance to surveillance, radically different
from “sousveillance” (Mann & Ferenbok, 2013).
It should also be noted that the findings of this study
diverge from a recent study by Mills and Sarikakis (2016)
that focused only on investigative journalists and found
how investigative journalist in Western and non Western countries are engaging increasingly with technological and other communities to defend their work. Future research from Communication Studies perspective
should engage with this recent scholarship to shed light
on the crucial interplay between new metadata frameworks and journalism.
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